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Abstract
In this report the computer program representing the connection
between the program system MIGROS-2 and the GRUBA management
program GRUMA is described. The program MITRA tests the consistence
of the output of MIGROS-2 which is written on an external storage unit
and transforms this output into an input for the GRUBA management
program GRUMA. MITRA is written in FORTRAN IV with the exception of
one small ASSEMBLER routine and is presupposing the GRUBA library as
used in Karlsruhe.
MITRA - Ein Programm zur Umwandlung der Ausgabe von MIGROS-2 in
eine Eingabe für GRUMA
Zusammenfassung
In diesem Bericht wird das Computerprogramm beschrieben, das die
Verbindung zwischen dem Programmsystem MIGROS-2 und dem GRUBA
Managementprogramm GRUMA darstellt. Das Programm MITRA prüft die
Konsistenz der Ausgabe von MIGROS-2, die auf einer externen Speicher-
einheit abgelegt ist und überführt diese Ausgabe in eine Eingabe für
das GRUBA Managementprogramrrl GRUMA. MITRA ist in FORTRAN IV geschrieben
und enthält einen kleinen Programmteil in ASSEMBLER. MITRA setzt die
in Karlsruhe benutzte Form der GRUBA-Bibliothek voraus.
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It is the purpose of the program MITRA to transform the output
of MIGR~S-2, /1/ , in that way, that it can be used as input for
the GRUBA-management program GRUMA /2/. Various group constants
can be calculated in MIGR~S-2 by different methods. The program
MITRA allows the selection of those data, which should be brought
on the data library GRUBA /2/, /3/, which forms the basis for the
calculation of macroscopic group constants.
The program MITRA allows furthermore some formal checks of the
MIGR~S-2 output. It is also possible to produce a printout of
the data, which shall be brought on GRUBA and of those, which
might be replaced on GRUBA.
A MITRA-run presupposes a MIGR~S-2 output, as described in /1/,
and an opened GRUBA-file, as described in /2/. MITRA is written in
FORTRAN IV language for an IBM computer /4/ with the exception of
one subroutine which is written in ASSEMBLER.
Zum Druck eingereicht am: 7.11.1973
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I. Description of the program MITRA
The code MITRA consists of the MITRA mainprograrn and the fo110wing
subroutines :
FREEF~, TESTI, TEST3, TEST5, TEST6, TEST7, TEST9, GRB, DATNAM,
DEFI.
Except for the resonance se1f shie1ding factars, the data from
MIGR~S-2 output are on1y checked and transforrned into an input
format for GRUMA, but not changed with regard to the numerica1
va1ues. The temperature dependent resonance se1f shie1ding factars
are renorma1ized in MITRA. This is necessary, because the average
group cross sections are not exact1y temperature independent in
those cases, where the energy group boundaries cut the "wings" of
important resonances. If the average group cross sections are on1y
slight1y temperature dependent, MITRA renounces of the renorma1ization








is 1ess than or equa1 to 1 .E-5 ,with o (T):
x,g
average group cross section for infinite dilution at the temperature
T, and aco (TJ: average group cross section for infinite dilution
x,g ~ co
at the temperature T at which a (T) takes it's greatest va1ue.
x,g
It is also possib1e to prepare unnorrna1ized temperature dependent








is greater than 1.E-5.
This possibi1ity for severa1 energy groups is contro11ed by the
input, see 2.
If resonance se1f shie1ding factars are tabulated on GRUBA for
severa1 temperatures, the average group cross section at that
-3-
temperature, at which it takes it's greatest value, is stored.























average group cross section for infinite dilution
at the temperature T.
average group cross section for infinite dilution
at the temperature ~, at which crOO (T) takes it's
x,g
greatest value.
resonance self shielding factor for the background
cross section cr at the temperature T as calculated
o
by MIGR~S-2.
renormalized resonance self shielding factor.
The renormalisation is performed for flux- and current-weighted
resonance self shielding factors. It must be noted, that if f-factors
on GRUBA shall be replaced or completed by new ones, this has to be
done simultaneously for all temperatures already available on GRUBA.
It mayaIso be done for temperatures not yet available on GRUBA.
In the case of temperature dependent resonance self shielding factors,
the renormalized f-factors - if renormalization is performed -
otherwise the original MIGROS-2 f-factors, in the case of temperature
independent resonance self shielding factors calculated from neutron
-4-
cross sections, the original MIGROS-2 f-factors are set equal to I,
if the calculated values are in the range between 0.99999 and 1.0001.
The reasons are the following ones:
-5 -4An uncertaining range of 1·10 to 1·10 seems to be
reasonable because the accuracy of the functions ~,X
used for determining the f-factors in the energy region
-5
of resolved resonances is about 1.10 /5/ whereas the
relative accuracy of the tabulated values of the J-function
used in the energy range of unresolved resonances may be as
-3lowas 1·10 .
By this mean the possible disturbing influence of minor
numerical effects can be eleminated.
The effects of this small modification are:
The storage required on the GRUBA-file becomes smaller
because only the f-factors different from unity are stored
on the GRUBA-file.
The number of error messages in a MITRA-run due to violation
of the conditions that the f-factors in general should be
smaller than unity and should monotonously depend on the
background cross section a is drastically reduced.
o
Therefore, the number of the necessary corrections using
MIKOR is decreased too.
It is possible to prepare f-factors for GRUBA in spite of the fact
that the data are not in accordance with the requirements given in
TESTI, see 1.1, or TEST3, see 1.2,or if the f-factors are not greater
than zero and smaller than or equal to one with the above mentioned
correction. This possibility for several self shielding factors in
several energy groups is controlled by the input, see 2.
MITRA provides a printout of the GRUMA input records and, if
required, a printout of the data which should be replaced on
GRUBA belonging to the isotope and data type names and the energy
groups given in the MITRA input. For reading the data available
-5-
on GRUBA, the subroutines GRB, DATNAM and DEFI are used. They
are explained in /2/.








calculating average group cross sections for
infinite dilution and energy resonance self
shielding factors from resolved or statistical
resonance parameters,
calculating average group cross sections and
energy resonance self shielding factors from neutron
cross sections given point by point in the energy,
1 1 , h th f h . 1 'ca cu at~ng t e zero moment 0 t e ~ne ast~c
scattering from discrete levels and from an
evaporation model,
1 1 ' th d h' f hca cu at~ng the zero an ~gher moments 0 t e
elastic scattering from angular distributions,
calculating the fission spectrum,
th
calculating the zero and higher moments of the
elastic scattering for the REMO correction.
For each of these MIGROS-2 modules exists a particular test program
which may be used dependent on the MITRA input. If an error is
found by these programs, a message is printed out and a control
word is set; after the last test program was run the job is terminated.
In the following the term "data type name" means either the names of
the self shielding factors, or transfer probabilities, or group
cross sections etc. which are written in the printout of MIGROS-2
preceding the corresponding data.
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1.1 Test of the MIGROS-2 output of the modules land 2
SUBROUTINE TESTI (MAT,TYP,LAB,FSTAT,M~GRUP,N~UT,FF,LT,NS,MI,
SIGO,T,IREN,TEXT,ATXT,IPS)
In TESTI the resonance self shielding factors calculated from
resolved or from statistical resonances by the MIGROS-2
modules land 2 and eventually renormalized by the MITRA mainprogram





The f-factors must be available for the standard
. 234 5 6background cross sec t i.ons 0, 10, 10 , 10 , 10 , 10 , 10 .
The f-factors must be greater than zero and less than or
equal to one, assuming f = I if 0.99999.:> f ~ 1.0001.
The reasons for this are described in 1.
The f-factors must increase with increasing a -values.
o
The f-factors must increase for each a -value with increasing
o
temperatures.
If one of these requirements is violated, a corresponding message
is written on the standard output unit 6 and a control word is set
indicating the corresponding energy group in which the violation
occurs, otherwise TESTI is terminated successful.
An additional test is performed if the third or the fourth of the
above requirements is not fulfilled. In the case the third condition
is not fUlfilled,it is checked,whether the f-factors are decreasing
monotonously with increasing a -values or not.
o
If yes, the parameters a and b of the following formula are
determined and printed for each set of succeeding a -values,
o




In addition the control word is set.
According to the values obtained for a and b it can be
judged whether or not the above interpolation formula
may be used in GRUCAL /6/ without causing troubles. If
it can be used it is possible to annul the call of TESTI
in the mainprogram as explained below.
It not, a message is printed and the control word is set.
If the fourth condition is not fulfilled it is checked whether
the f-factors for a certain a -value are decreasing monotonously
o
with increasing temperatures or not.
If yes, the parameters Co' CI and C2 of the following




In addition the control word is set.
According to the values of Co ' CI ' C2 it can be judged
whether or not the temperature interpolation formula may
be used in GRUCAL without causing troubles. If it can be
used, it is possible to annul the call of TESTI in the
mainprogram as explained below.
If not, a message ~s printed and the control word is set.
In certain cases it may be helpful or necessary to disregard
the results of TESTI for the preparation of the GRUMA input.
A first run of TESTI may have shown that f-factors offend against
some of the required conditions.
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If the additional information provided by TESTI upon the
determination of a,b and of Co' CI' C2 respectively, give
confidence that the original data can be used as GRUMA-input
although they are not in accordance with the usual requirements,
it is possible to annul the function of TESTI. In this case the
word ITEST in the third record of the input of MITRA must be set
equal to zero. The call statement for TESTI then is omitted.
Furthermore MIKOR allows to modify the original data mainly in
order to correct minor deficiencies frequently caused by numerical
effects, see 6.





Word of the length REAL~8 containing the respective
isotope name.
Word of the length REAL~8 containing the name of the
respective self shielding factor.
Word of the length REAL~8 containing the label which
precedes the MIGROS-2 output block containing the data
type name TYP.
One-dimensional field of the length REAL*8 containing
the data type names possible for the MIGROS-2 modules
land 2.
Word of the length INTEGER~4 containing the highest
energy group at which MITRA starts.
Word of the length INTEGERIlI4 containing the unit
number of the print output of MITRA.
FF(IO,IOO,7) Three-dimensional field of the length REALw4 containing
the renormalized f-factors for each temperature, energy




Word of the length INTEGER«4 containing the number
of temperatures at which self shielding factors are
calculated by MIGROS-2.
Word of the length INTEGER~4 containing the number
of background cross sections at which self shielding
factors are calculated by MIGROS-2.
MI Word of the length INTEGER~4 containing the number of
energy groups regarded in MITRA.
SIGO (10) One-dimensional field of the length REAL~4 containing
the background cross sections at which the self shielding
factors are calculated by MIGROS-2.
T(10) One-dimensional field of the length REAL~4 containing
the temperatures at which the self shielding factors
are calculated by MIGROS-2.
IREN(100) One-dimensional field of the length INTEGER*4. In
the case that the self shielding factor in the energy
group I shall not be renormalized,IREN (I) is set equal
to one in the mainprogram, otherwise IREN (I) is set
equal to zero.
TEXT (5) One-dimensional field of the length REAL~4 containing
the text 'NICHTbRENORMIERTENbb'
ATXT (5) One-dimensional field of the length REAL~4 containing
the text 'bbbbRENORMIERTENbbbb'
IPS(100) One-dimensional field of the length INTEGER~4.
In the case of an error found by TEST1 or by the
mainprogram in the data of the I t h energy group
regarded by MITRA, IPS (I) is set equal to 1. If no
error occured, IPS (I) keeps the value zero which was
attached by the mainprogram.
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1.2 Test of the MIGROS-2 output of the module 3
SUBROUTINE TEST3 (MAT,TYP,LAB,M~GRUP,MUGRUP,ISPA,IGSATZ,MIG,
N~UT,FSTRUK,GSTRUK,FELD,IFELD,LW~RT,KKK)
In TEST3 the temperature independent resonance self shielding
factors, calculated from pointwise neutron cross sections by the
MIGROS-2 module 3 are tested.
The following checks are performed:
(1) The f-factors must be available for the standard background
cross sections 0, 10, 102 , 103, 104, 105, 106.
(2) The f-factors must be greater than zero and less than or
equal to one assuming f = 1 if 0.99999 ~ f ~ 1.0001. The
reasons for this are described in 1.
(3) The f-factors must increase with increasing 0 -values.
o
If one of these requirements is violated, a corresponding message
is written on the standard output unit 6 and a control word is set
indicating the corresponding energy group in which the violation
occurs, otherwise TEST3 ist terminated successful.
An additional test is performed if the third of the above
requirements is not fulfilled. In this case it is checked wether
the f-factors are decreasing monotonously with increasing 0 -values
o
or not.
If yes, the parameters a and b of the following
formula are determined and printed for each set of




In addition the control word is set.
-}}-
According to the values obtained for a and b it can
be judged whether or not the above interpolation formula
may be used in GRUCAL /6/ without causing troubles. If it
can be used it is possible to annul the call of TEST3 in the
mainprogram as explained below.
If not, a message is printed and the control word is set.
In certain cases the results of TEST3 may be disregarded for the
preparation of the GRUMA-input. A first run of TEST3 may have shown
that f-factors exceeding unity do appear or that the required
condition: increasing f-factors with increasing cr -values is not
o
fulfilled. If additional informations, e.g. those provided by
TEST3 upon the determination of the parameters a and b give
confidence that the original data can be used as GRUMA-input
although they are not in accordance with the usual requirements,
it is possible to annul the function of TEST3. In this case the word
ITEST in the third record of the input of MITRA must be set equal to
zero. The call statement for TEST3 then is omitted. Furthermore MIKOR
allows to modify the original data mainly in order to correct minor
deficiencies frequently caused by numerical effects, see 6.





Word of the length REAL~8 containing the respective
isotope name.
Word of the length REALw8 containing the name of the
respective self shielding factor.
Word of the length REAL~8 containing the label which
precedes the MIGROS-2 output block containing the
data type name TYP.
Word of the length INTEGERw4 containing the highest
energy group at which MITRA starts.
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MUGRUP Word of the length INTEGER~4 containing the lowest
energy group at which MITRA ends.
ISPA Word of the length INTEGER~4 containing 0 if the
isotope MAT is not fissile or 1 if the isotope MAT
is fissile.
IGSATZ Word of the length INTEGER~4 containing the total
number of energy groups as specified in the input
of MIGROS-2.
MIG Word of the length INTEGER*4 containing the unit
number of the MIGROS-2 output.
N~UT Word of the length INTEGER~4 containing the unit
number of the print output of MITRA.
FSTRUK (5) One-dimensional field of the length REAL*8 containing
the data type names possible for the MIGROS-2 module 3
for not fissile isotopes.
GSTRUK (6) One-dimensional field of the length REAL~8 containing
the data type names possible for the MIGROS-2 module 3
for fissile isotopes.
FELD (2000) One-dimensional working field of the length REAL~4.
IFELD (2000) One-dimensional working field of the length INTEGER*4
which is equivalent to FELD.
LW~RT (2) One-dimensional working field of the length REAL~8
which is equivalent to FELD.
KKK (500) Control words of the length INTEGER~4. In the case
of an error found by TEST3 in the data of the energy
group IG, KKK (IG) is set equal to I. If no error occured,
KKK (IG) keeps the value zero which was attached by the
mainprogram.
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1.3 Test of the MIGROS-2 output of module 5
SUBROUTINE TEST5 (MAT,LAB,M~GRUP,MUGRUP,MIG,N~UT,FELD,IFELD,
LW~RT,KK)
The purpose of the subroutine TEST5 is to test the zero t h moment
of the inelastic scattering. TEST5 adds for each outscattering
energy group the inelastic transition probabilities to all in-
scattering energy groups. If this SUffi is not equal to 1 within
a permissible error of ± 5· 10-4, a message is printed out and a
control word is set, otherwise TEST5 is terminated successful.





Word of the length REAL«8 containing the isotope
name .
Word of the length REAL~8 containing the label which
precedes the MIGROS-2 output block containing the
inelastic transition probabilities.
Word of the length INTEGER*4 containing the highest
energy group at which MITRA starts.
Word of the length INTEGER~4 containing the lowest
energy group at which MITRA ends.
Word of the length INTEGER~4 containing the unit
number of the MIGROS-2 output.
Word of the length INTEGER~4 containing the unit
number of the print output of MITRA.
FELD (2000) One-dimensional working field of the length REAL~4.
IFELD(2000) One-dimensional working field of the length INTEGER~4




One-dimensional working field of the length REAL~8
which is equivalent to FELD.
Control word of the length INTEGER~4. In the case
of an error found by TESTS this word is set equal
to 1.
1.4 Test of the MIGROS-2 output of module 6
SUBROUTINE TEST6 (MAT,TYP,LAB,M~GRUP,MUGRUP,MIG,N~UT,FELD,
IFELD,LW~RT,KK)
The purpose of the subroutine TEST6 is to test the zerot h moment
of the elastic scattering. TEST6 adds for each outscattering energy
group the elastic transfer probabilities to all inscattering energy
groups. If this sum is not equal to 1 within a permissible error
of ± 5.10-4, a message is printed out and a control word is set,
otherwise TEST6 is terminated successful.




Word of the length REAL~8 containing the isotope
name ,
Word of the length REAL~8 containing the data type
name. Only the type SGNCO is valid.
Word of the length REAL~8 containing the label which
precedes the MIGR0S-2 output block containing the
elastic transition probabilities.
Word of the length INTEGER~4 containing the highest





Word of the length INTEGER~4 containing the lowest
energy group at which MITRA ends.
Word of the length INTEGER*4 containing the unit
number of the MIGROS-2 output.
Word of the length INTEGER~4 containing the unit
number of the print output of MITRA.
FELD (2000) One-dimensional working field of the length REAL_4
IFELD (2000) One-dimensional working field of the length INTEGER(4
which is equivalent to FELD.
LW~RT (2)
KK
One-idimens i.ona'l working Held of the Leng th REALllI\8
which is equivalent to FELD.
Control word of the length INTEGER~4. In the case
of an error found by TEST6 this word is set equal
to I.
1.5 Test of the MIGROS-2 output of module 7
SUBROUTINE TEST7 (MAT,TYP,LAB,IGSATZ,MIG,N~UT,FELD,IFELD,LW~RT,
KK)
The purpose of the subroutine TEST7 is to test the fission spectrum.
TEST7 adds the values of the fission spectrum for all energy group~4
If this sum is not equal to I within a permissible error of ± 5·10 ,
a message is printed out and a control word is set, otherwise TEST7
is terminated successful. If the energy groups of the preceding
MIGROS-2 run do not cover the entire energy range relevant to the
fission spectrum, TEST7 is terminated with a message without checking
the fission spectrum.
-16-











Word of the length REAL~8 containing the respective
isotope name.
Word of the length REAL~8 containing the name of
the respective fission spectrum.
Word of the length REAL~8 containing the label which
precedes the MIGROS-2 output block containing the
fission spectrum.
Word of the length INTEGER~4 containing the total
number of energy groups as specified in the input
of MIGROS-2.
Word of the length INTEGER~4 containing the unit
number of the MIGROS-2 output.
Word of the length INTEGE~4 containing the unit
number of the print output of MITRA.
One-dimensional working field of the length REALw4.
One-dimensional working field of the length INTEGER.4
which is equivalent to FELD.
One-dimensional working field of the length REAL~8
which is equivalent to FELD.
Control word of the length INTEGEa.4. In the case
of an error found by TEST7 this word is set equal
to 1.
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1.6 Test of the MIGROS-2 output of module 9
SUBROUTINE TEST9 (MAT,TYP,LAB,MWGRUP,MUGRUP,MIG,N~T,FELD,
IFELD,LW~RT,KK)
The purpose of the subroutine TEST9 is to test the zero t h moment
of the elastic scattering for the REMO correction.
TEST9 adds for each outscattering energy interval the elastic
transfer probabilities to all inscattering energy groups. If this
sum is not equal to 1 within a permissible error of ± 5'10-4 ,
a message is printed out and a control word is set, otherwise
TEST9 is terminated successful.







Word of the length REAL~8 containing the respective
isotope name.
Word of the length REAL~8 containing the data type
name. Only the type SGNCO is valid.
Word of the length REAL*8 containing the label which
precedes the MIGROS-2 output block containing the
elastic scattering for REMO correction.
Word of the length INTEGER~4 containing the highest
energy group at which MITRA starts.
Word of the length INTEGER~4 containing the lowest
energy group at which MITRA ends.
Word of the length INTEGER~4 containing the unit
number of the MIGROS-2 output.
Word of the length INTEGER~4 containing the unit






One-dimensional working field of the length REAL~4.
One-dimensional working field of the length INTEGER~4
which is equivalent to FELD.
One-dimensional working field of the length REAL~8
which is equivalent to FELD.
Control word of the length INTEGE~4. In the
case of an error found by TEST9, this word is set
equal to 1.
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2. Description of the input of MITRA
The following comments are necessary for preparing the MITRA
input.
Each data record starts in column 1 of a data card. If it is not
possible to place all the data of one input record on one card, a
second, third, .• etc. card may be used, which must have a blank
in column 1. Or in other words: a non-blank column 1 in the input
card is an indication for a new input record. An alphameric word
of the length REAL~8 may be included in apostrophes comprising at
least 5 signs and at most 8 signs which are stored left-hand
justified in the computer and filled up with blanks if not all 8
bytes are occupied. A special case are REALW8 alphameric words with
a number of occupied bytes less than or equal to 5. These words may be
included in 3-signs. They are also stored left-hand justified in the
computer and filled up with b l anks . Examples:'PU239'='PU239bbb'=
3PU2393; 'FCbbbbbb'='FCbbb'=3FC3. Fixed point numbers are written
in the usual manner, e.g. 1 26 275. The entire input for MITRA is
interpreted and written on unit 8 in unformatted form by a FORTRAN IV
subroutine FREEFO. MITRA can then read the particular input from unit
8. In the following the input records of MITRA are described.
1. record
ID Identification word of the GRUBA file in which the MIGROS-2
output shall be inserted (length REAL~8).
IPRO In the case the data available on GRUBA belonging to the
isotope and data type names and the energy groups in this
MITRA input shall be printed out,IPRO must be set equal
to 1, otherwise O.
2. record








Name of the same isotope as used in MIGROS-2
(length REALll;8)
If the isotope is fissile ISPA must be set equal to I,
otherwise O.
To each data type of the MIGROS-2 output belongs one
or more processing identification numbers as explained
in the GRUBA description /2/. If these numbers are given
in the input, IV must be set equal to I, in the case that
the standard numbers of GRUBA are used, IV must be set
equal to O.
Number of data types to be inserted in GRUBA for the
isotope GMAT, at most 50.
(GTYP(I) , MTYP(I) ,LAB(I) ,ITEST(I) , I = I,ITYP),NIT, NREN
GTYP: Name of the data type in GRUBA form (length
REAL~8),see /2/ 2.10 0
MTYP: Name of the same data type as used in MIGROS-2
(length REAL*8) , see /1/. This name precedes the
respective data in the output of MIGROS-2 .
LAB: Name of the label preceding the MIGROS-2 output
block containing the data type MTYP (length REAL~8),
see /1/.
ITEST: If the MIGROS-2 output of the respective isotope
and data type shall be tested: number of the test
subroutine. This number is ~dentical with the




NIT: In the case that one or more elements of the
field MTYF describe a self shielding factor with
data offending in some energy groups against the
requirements given in TESTI or TEST3, NIT is set
equal to the number of names of these self shielding
factors. In all other cases NIT must be set equal
to zero.
NREN: In the case that one or more elements of the field
MTYP describe a temperature dependent self shielding
factor with data which shall not be renormalized by









with 0 (T): average group cross
x,g
section for infinite
which 000 (T) takes
x,g
i t ' s greatest value,is greater thanI.E-S, NREN is
set equal to the number of names of these self
section for infinite dilution at the temperature T
00 'V
and 0 (T): average group cross
x,g 'V
dilution at the temperature T at
shielding factors. In all other cases NREN must be
set equal to zero.
Only if IV=I for each data type:
4. up to ITYP+3.record
J Number of processing identification numbers for the
respective data type in the succession as given in GTYP.
(KENNZ(I),I=I,J) Values of the processing identification numbers.
In the case of self shielding factors the processing
identification numbers must be given in the following
succession:
-22-




Processing identification number for temperature
dependent self shielding factors which are not
o
calculated at the standard temperatures 300 K,
o 0900 K, 2100 K, see /2/ 1.3.2.1.2.
Processing identification number for temperature
dependent self shielding factors calculated at
000the standard temperatures 300 K, 900 K, 2100 K,
see /2/ 1.3.2.1.1.
Processing identification number in the case
that the self shielding factors for all cr -values
o
in one energy group are calculated equal to I, see
/2/ 1.3.2.3.
If LAB is set equal to STRK:
KENNZ (I):
KENNZ(2):
Processing identification number for temperature
independent self shielding factors with values
not equal to I, see /2/ 1.3.2.1.1.
Processing identification number in the case that
the self shielding factors for all cr -values
o
in one energy group are calculated equal to I,
see /2/ 1.3.2.3.
ITYP+4.record
IOGRUP Highest energy group number on GRUBA being modified by
the respective MIGROS-2 output.
IUGRUP Lowest energy group number on GRUBA being modified by





Highest energy group number in the MIGROS-2 output
corresponding to IOGRUP.
Lowest energy group number in the MIGROS-2 output
corresponding to IUGRUP.
Total number of energy group boundaries as specified
in the input of MIGROS-2. In the case of ABN energy
group boundaries IGSATZ has to be set equal to 26.
Only in the case that LAB (I) is set equal to THERM:
ITYP+5.record
NTHERM Number of the thermal energy group on GRUBA.
Only in the case that NIT is set greater than zero follows for





Name of the self shielding factor as used in MIGROS-2
(length REAUf8).
Name of the label preceding the MIGROS-2 output block
containing the data type MNAME (length REALW8) •
Number of energy groups with data offending against
the requirements given in TESTi and TEST3.
(IOG(J) ,J=i ,K) Energy groups in any succession (at most 20)
as used in MIGROS-2.
Only in the case that NREN is set greater than zero follows for
each concerned self shielding factor:
-24-




Name of the self shielding factor as used in MIGROS-2
(length REALW8).
Name of the label preceding the MIGROS-2 output block
containing the data type RNAME (length REALN8).
Number of energy groups with self shielding factors,
which shall not be renormalized.
(IROG(J),J=I,K) Energy groups in any succession (at most 20) as
used in MIGROS-2.
This input may be repeated as often as necessary from the second
re cord up to the ITYP+NIT+NREN+5.record. The last input record of
MITRA is given by:
oENDEo oENDEo o o
DD-cards for a MITRA job
The program MITRA needs DD-cards for the following external storage
units:
Storage unit containing the GRUBA file.
3 Storage unit containing the external output of MIGROS-2.
8 Storage unit onto FREEFO writes the unformatted input records.
9 Storage unit onto which MITRA writes the external output. This
output may be used subsequently as GRUMA input.
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3. Description of the output of MITRA
According to the isotopes, data type names and energy groups given
in the input, MITRA writes on the external storage unit 9 all
transformed MIGROS-2 output data in the form of a GRUMA input
as explained in particular in /2/. The general form is:
number of the energy group, name of the isotope, name of the data
type, control word, number of data, data.
Moreover MITRA writes on the standard output unit 6 a printout
consisting of two parts. The first part is only written if in the
MITRA input IPR~ is set equal to I. In this case the data of GRUBA
belonging to the specified isotopes, data types and energy groups
are printed in the form as previously explained. The second part
is printed independent of the input and contai~s the transformed
MIGROS-2 output representing the output written on unit 9. In the
cases of errors or deficiencies detected by MITRA, self explaining
error messages are printed on unit 6. In this case the job is
terminated and the data set which should be written on unit 9 is
empty.
4. Overlay structure and region requirement
If the following overlay structure is used, MITRA needs a storage
















5. Example for a MITRA input
'KFKINR 1
@U 235@ @u 235@ 1 0
4 @FCAPT@ @FG @ @FSTAT@ 2
{i)FfTSS@ @Ff @ @fST AT@ 2
@NUE @ @NUE @ @SGKE @ 0
@l/V @ @l/V @ @Sl/V @ 0 0 0
14 14 14 14 26
@U 235@ @U 235@ 1 0
1 @FELSC@ @fN @ @MIGR @ 1 0 1
18 18 18 18 26
@FN @ @MIGR @ 1 1 A
@o @ @o 16@ 0 0
1 @FTOr @ @FTl @ @STRK @ 3 0 0
4 4 4 4 26
@o @ @o 16@ 0 0
1 @POEIK@ @SGNCO@ @FLUM @ 6 0 0
3 3 3 3 26
@E NOE @ @ENDE @ 0 0
The job-control cards and the MITRA output belonging to this sampie
problem is given in 9.
6. Description of the program MIKOR
Some of the f-factors calculated by the program MIGROS-2 /1/ may
be somewhat erroneous because of numerical effects or other reasons.
The program MIKOR allows to replace these erroneous f-factors. The
replacement is done for a specific material, a specific temperature,
an energy group and a background cross section.
MIKOR presupposes a MIGROS-2 output data set and produces a new
data set in the same form as the original MIGROS-2 output but with
the exchanged self shielding factors. This MIKOR output can be a
meaningful presupposition for a MITRA run.
MIKOR is written in the FORTRAN IV language for an IBM computer /4/.
The code MIKOR consists of the MIKOR mainprogram and the subroutine
FREEFO.
-27-
7. Description of the input of MIKOR






Total number of energy groups possible for the
chosen energy group set as specified in the input
of MIGROS-2. In the case of ABN energy group boundaries
IGSATZ has to be set equal to 26.
Name of the label preceding the MIGROS-2 output
block containing the self shieldipg factors to be
corrected (length REALW8).






Name of the isotope as used in MIGROS-2 (length
REALW8).
Temperature in CO~ belonging to the f-factors to
be corrected.
Number of the energy group belonging to the f-factors
to be corrected.
Number of data types, at most 6.
(TYP (I) ,1=) ,NT) Names of the data types. These names precede the
respective data in the output of MIGROS-2.
NSIG
-28-
Number of background cross sections belonging to the
f-factors to be corrected, at most 7.
(SIGO(I) ,1=1 ,NSIG) Values of the background cross sections.
«WERT(K,I) ,K=I ,NSIG) ,1=1 ,NT) Values of the correct f-factors.
In the case that the values of the correct self shielding factors
are constant for one temperature and all standard
2 3 4 5
cross sections, e.g. 0., 10., 10 , 10 , 10 , 10 ,




SIGO (I) = 'ALL b '




value of the self shielding factor for the second
temperature.





0: MAT is a light or medium weight material
I: MAT is a heavy weight material
NG
NT






This input may be repeated as often as necessary from the second
up to the fourth record. The last input record of MIKOR is given
by
aENDEa
DD-cards for aMIKOR job
The program MIKOR needs DD-cards for the following external storage
units:
3 Storage unit containing the external output of MIGROS-2.
8 Storage unit onto FREEFO writes the unformatted input records.
9 Storage unit onto MIKOR writes the external output. This output
may be used subsequently as MITRA input.
8. Description of the output of MIKOR
MIKOR writes on the external output unit 9 a data set in the
same form as the original MIGROS-2 external output block /1/ with
the self shielding factors corrected as given in the input. Moreover
MITRA writes on the standard output unit 6 a printout in the
following form:
l.line
Name of the material, number of the energy group
2.line
Background cross section, values of all self shielding factors
e.g. the total line of the corrected MIGROS-2 output.
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In the cases of errors detected by MIKOR, self explaining error
messages are printed on the standard output unit 6. In this case
the job is terminated and the data set, which should be written














'K FK INR 1
@U 235@ @U 235@ 1 0
4 @FCAPT@ @FG @ @FSTAT@ 2
@FF 155@ @FF @ @FSTAT@ 2
@NUE .@ @NUE @ @SGKE @ 0
@1/V @ @1/V @ @Sl/V @ 0 0 0
14 14 14 14 26
@U 235@ @U 235@ 1 0
1 @FELSC@ @FN @ @MIGR @ 1 0 1
18 18 18 18 26
@FN @ @MIGR @ 1 18
an a @o 16@ 0 0
1 @FTOT @ @FTI @ @STRK @ 3 0 0
4 4 4 4 26
@O @ @o 16@ 0 0
1 @POE I K@ @SGNCO@ @fLUM @ 6 0 0
3 3 3 3 26
@ENDE @ @ENOE @ 0 0
On the following pages the output of the results is given.
STAND DER GRUBA BIBLIOTHEK VOM 110473
***PROTOKOLL DER AUF GRUBA VORHANDENEN WERTE
14 U 235 FCAPT 1 20 3 6 0.82655382E 00 0.87577558E 00 0.9521379~E 00 O.99440503E 00 0.99944246E 00
O.99994928E 00 0.88305843E 00 0.91661859E 00 o.97080392E 00 O.99681687E 00
o.99968177E 00 O.99997103E 00 0.92961H6E 00 0.93929619E 00 0.98162651E 00
0.99792618E 00 0.99919174E 00 0.99998099E 00
14 U 235 HISS 1 20 3 6 0.83l62820E 00 0.87963021E 00 0.95064557E 00 o.99416208E 00 0 ..99941820E 00
0.99994701E 00 0.88404781E 00 0.91723305E 00 0.96953821E 00 0.99661770E 00
O.99966176E 00 0.99996966E 00 0.92950916E 00 o.93799019E 00 0.98081881E 00
0.99783540E 00 0.99978262E 00 0.99998009E 00
14 U 235 NUE 0 1 O.24229889E 01
14 U 235 lIV 0 1 o.18983993E-01
***ENDE DES PROTOKOLLS DER AUF GRUBß VORHANDENEN WERTE
***PROTOKOLL DER WERTE, DIE NEU AUF GRUBA AUFGENOMMEN WERDEN
OIE F-FAKTOREN FG IN GRUPPE 14 WURDEN NICHT RENORMIERT
ENDE VON TESTl FUER MATER IAL U 2~5 TYP FG LABel FSTAT
14 U 235 FCAPT 1 20 3 6 0.11354968E 00 O.84917933E 00 O.95035458E 00 O.99418187E 00 O.99942016E 00
0.99994653E 00 0.80794090E 00 0.87867934E 00 0.96768624E 00 0.99666643E 00
0.99966973E 00 0.99996924E 00 0.83612215E 00 O.89682126E 00 0.97812480E 00
0.99180726E 00 0.99978393E 00 0.99997985E 00
DIE F~FAKTOREN FF IN GRUPPE 14 ~URDEN NICHT RENORMIERT









0.85143816E 00 ,0.94899106E 00
0.80581999E 00 0.87174932E 00
0.99996859E 00 O.83280033E 00















***ENOE DES PROTOKOllS OER WERTE. DIE NEU AUF GRUBA AUFGENOMMEN WERDEN
***PROTOKOll DER AUF GRU8A VORHANDENEN WERTE
18 U 235 FHSC 1 23 3 7 0.94173437E 00 0.94794637E 00 0.96915758 E 00 O.99232912E 00 O.99857605E 00
O.99933267E 00 O.99941075E 00 0.95051607E CO 0.95670533E 00 0.91650814E 00
O.99464321E 00 0.99815784E 00 0.99923241E 00 0 ..99928051E 00 0 ..95141242E 00
0.96349984E 00 0.98134392E 00 0.99559671E 00 0 .. 99851167E 00 0 ..99883902 E 00
O..99887216E 00
***ENDE DES PROTOKOLLS DER AUF GRUBA VOR~ANDENEN WERTE
***PROTOKOll DER WERTE. OIE NEU AUF GRUBA AUFGENOM~EN WERDEN
DIE F-FAKTOREN FN IN GRUPPE 18 WURDEN NICHT RENORMIERT





















0.. 9951 0008 E 00
O.98195404E 00
***ENDE DES PROTOKOLLS DER WERTE. DIE NEU AUF ~RUBA AUFGENOMMEN WERDEN
***PROTOKOll DER AUF GRUBA VORHANDENEN WERTE
4 0 nOT 1 8 1 6 O..29999995E 00 0.9299999SE 00 0.98996586E 00 0.99895096E 00 0.99989462E 00
O.99998945E 00
***ENDE DES PROTOKOLLS DER AUF GRUBA VORHANDENEN WERTE
ENDE VON TEST3 FUER MATERIAL 0 16 TYP FTI LABel STRK I N DEN GRUPPEN 4 BIS 4
***PROTOKOLl DER WERTE, OIE NEU AUF GRUBA AUFGENOMMEN WERDEN
4 0 FTOT 1 7 1 5 O.59960681E 00 O.95011115E 00 O.99385238E 00 O.99936974E 00 0.99994141E 00
***ENDE DES PROTOKOLLS DER WERTE, DIE NEU AUF GRUBA AUFGENOM~EN WERDEN
***PROTOKOLl DER AUF GRUBA VORHANDENEN WERTE
3 0 POEIK 3 3 3 0.83618130E 00 O.16381270E 00
***ENDE DES PROTOKOLLS DER AUF GRUSA VORHANDENEN WERTE
ENDE VON TEST6 FUER MATERIAL 0 16 TYP SGNCO LABEl FLUM IN OEN GRUPPEN 3 BIS 3
***PROTOKOll OER WERTE, OIE NEU AUF GRUBA AUFGENOMMEN WERDEN














MITRA - EIN PROGRAMM ZU!< TRANSFORMHIOf\ CER MIGROS AUSGABE
IN GRUBA EINGABE
REAL*8 G~AT,MMAT,ID,GTYPI5CJ,MTYPISOJ,lAPISOI,ENO,lYORTIZI,L81101,
1 FSTRUK IS I, QSTRUK ISJ, RSTR UKI 6 J ,FLUMI 31 ,GS"TRUKI 61 , REMO 151,
2MIGROSI 51 ,l"STATl51 ,,,,,AllE IZO I ,MU IZC I ,Rf\A"E'IZO I, RL AI20 I
DIMENSION FELD(ZCOOJ,IFELOIZOOO1,KENN1I3,501 ,ITESTl501 ,FIlOI,
lSIGMAMI100I,TI101,SIGMAI10,100J,FFI10,100,71,MOMI61,ARBF{ZCOC1,
21 PSI lCOl ,I KI 50I , TK 11 00 I ,NVARB 11 Cl ,Z ,31 ,!<I<l<{500 I , I CG IZO ,ZO I, NH 120 I
3,SIGOI101,IREN{1001,SII100J,IROGIZO,ZOI,~RG{ZOI,TEXT{5J,ATXT{51
EOUIVALENCE (FElDIlJ,lWCRTUII,IFElCIlI,HELDIlII
DATA OSTRUK/'SIGMAA ','SIGMAN ','SIG"AN01','SIGMAf\l "
l'SIGMAT1 'I,RSTRUK I'SIGMAC ','SIGMAN ','SIGMAF ','SIGMANCl',
2'SIGMAN1 ','SIGMATl 'I,FSTRlK /'FA ','FN ','FNOl "
3' FN1 ' , ' FT1 'I, GSTR UK / 'FC ' , 'FN ' , ' FF '
4'fNOI ','FN1 ','FT1 'f,
5fLUM I'SGN ','MUEL ','SGNC 'f,
6REMO /'SGT ','SGN ','MUEl ','FLUX ','SGNC 'I,
1MIGROS /'SIGMA G ',' SIGMA N ','SIGMA F ','SIG~Af\l ','SIGMAT1 'I,
8l"STAT /'l"G ','FN ','FF ','FNl ','FT1 'I
DA TA END/'ENDE '/,lB/eMIGR ','FSTA"T ','STRK "
l'SGKE ','SMTOT ','FLUM ','SPALT ','SIIV',
Z'REMO ','THERII 'I,TEXT/'NICH','T RE','NORM','IERT','EN 'I,
3AT)(T/' ','RENO','RMIE','RTEf\',' '/




2NVAR BI 5,1,11/31, NVARB I 6,1,1) 101, f\VARB I 6,:? ,1 J 131, NV ARB17 ,1,1 110I,
3NVARB{8.1.11/0/,NVARB{9,l,11/0/,NVARBI9,Z,11/4/,NVARB{10,l,11/CI
DAS FELD NVARB ENTHAELT OIE STANOARO-VERARBEITUf\GSKENNZIFl"ER" FUER
GRUBA UNO IST DIMENSIONIERT IINDEX ~S LABELS IM FELD LB ,













WRITE {NOUT, 471 NC~UM
47 fOPMAT(IHl!' STAND CER GRUeA - BIBlIOT~EK VOM',II0111
GO TO 9<;<;
20 WRITE{NGUT,341
34 l"ORfIIATIIHO/' ARBEITS FELD IN GRB ZU KLEIN'1
GC TO 1000
54 WPITE{NOUT,55)



























































IFIGMAT.EO.ENC.AND.MMAT.EQ.ENOI GO Tn lC~C
RE AD I NF I I TYP, I GTY PI I I • MTYP I I I , l AeI I I , TT ~ST I I I, 1=1, ITYPI, NIT , NR EN
IFIITYP.lE.'5f)1 GO TO 56
"'RITE (NCn ,571
57 FORMATI' DIE ANZAHL DER IN EINE" EJNGABEPlCCK ZU VERAReEITENCEN TY
IPEN IST AUF 50 BEGRENZT'I
GO TO 1000
56 IFINIT.LE.?OI GO TO 7?
"RITE INon. 731
73 FORMATI' OIE ANZAHL DER IN EINE~ EIf\GABEPlCCK UNGEPRUEFT AUF GRUBA
1 ZU UEBERNEHMENOEN TYPEN IST AUF 20 BEGRFNZT'I
GO TO 10CO
72 IF{NREN.LE.201 GO TO 97
WRITE{NCUT,961
96 FORMATI' OIE ANZAHL DER IN EINE" EINGABEPLCCK NIC~T ZU RENOR~IEREN
IDEN TYPEN IST AUF 20 BEGRENZT'l
GO Ta 1000
97 IFIIV.EO.OI GO TO 66











Il" II PPOI 4.4,53
53 WRITE{NOUT.58)
58 FORMA~I' ***PPOTCKOlL DER AUF GRUB. VOR~~NCENEN WERTE'/I
4 00 2 J=IUGRUP,IOGRUP
00 a I=I,ITYP
IF{LABIIl.EO.LB{1011 GO TC 2
CALL CATNAMIJ,GMAT,GTYPIII,NV,NOAT,FELD,&21,&221
GO TO 3
22 WRITE INOUT,231 J,GMAT,GTYPIII
23 FORMAT'" FEHLER IN OATNAM HIER GRUPP"', 15.' MATERIAL ',A<;,' TY
IP ',A<;IJ
GC Ta 2
3 IFI IPROJ2,2 ,5
5 IFINV.NE.Ol GO TO 6
WRITE{NOUT,501J,GMAT,GTYPII1,NV,NCAT,IFElOILRJ1.lRJ=l,NOATI
GO TO 2



































































8 FORMATl' GRUPPE' ,15,' MATERT Al' ,A9,' 1'1'P' ,Ag,' r--CCl- r--ICI-T NJF G
1RU8A ENTHAlTE~'1
2 CONTI NUE
CC 39 1=1, ITYP
IFlLAPlIl.EQ.l8nOll GO TO 4(1
GO TO 39













61 FORMAT (/' ***ENCE DES PROTOKOllS DER AUF GRlJPA VORHANIJENEN HER TE '!
11
62 IFINIT.EO.OJ GO TO 68
00 69 I=l,NIT
REAO lNF1 MNAMEI JJ,MlAl I J,K,1 H1Gl I ,Jl ,J=l ,KI
NZGlII=K




71 FORMATP DIE CATEN DES TYPS',A9,' AUS DEM lA8El',A9,' SOllEN IN,.,E
IHR ALS 20 GRUPPEN UNGEPPUEFT UE8ERr--C~ME~ WERDEN'J
Ge TC 1000








38 FORMATI' DIE DATEN DES TYPS',A9,' AUS DEli lA8El',A9,' SeLlEN IN ME
IHR ALS 20 GRUPPEN NICHT RENORMIERT WERDEN'J
GO Ta 1000
41 K=O
00 I 1=1, ITYP
IFlITESTlI1.EQ.OI GO TO 1
J=ITEST 1I J
GO Ta 11,1,9.1,11,12,10,1,13,lJ,J
9 DC 81 IE=MUGRUP,MOGRUP
81 KKKlIE1=0
CAlL TEST31MMAT,MTYPIIJ,lABlIJ ,MOGRUF,PiUGRUP,ISPA,IGSATZ,MTG,
INOUT, FSTRUK ,GSTRUK, FELD,IFELC,LWORT,KKKJ
IFlNIl.EO.OJ GC TC 79
DO 74 IE=MUGRUP,MOGRUP

























































o r 7 r:; TC= 1 , N Ir
rFlM~AMEIIG1.r--E.MTVPlrlJ GO TC 75
IFlMlAlIG1.NE.IABIIII GO 1C 7"
IZ=NZGlIGJ
00 76 1 ZG = 1 ,I Z
IFlIE.NE.TOGlIG,TZGJ) GO 10 76
KKKlIE1=0
~JRTTElNOlT,ROI lABlTl ,~TYP(!I,IE
80 FORMAT!' TROTZ IN TEST1 FESTGE"TFLlTFR IHFNGEI IJEROEN Oll' D/lTEN A







79 00 77 r E=MIJGRlIP,/lCGRUP















IFlK.EQ.O) GO TC 24
WRITE lNOUT,25J
25 FORMATI!' ENDE DER PRUEFUNG DER MI(;RO" - AUSGABE')
STOP
24 WRITElNOtT,64)












IFlJ.NE.OI GO TO 35
BACKS PACE "IG
READ lMIG1\ J,IFELDlKJ,K=l,ZI
HllWORTll}.EQ.ENCJ GO TO 31
IFlLWCRTllJ.NE.lAPlIJJ GO TO 35
00 28 K=l,lANZ






























































30 FORMAT(!' OER LABEL' .11.9,' IST ~EI~ ~TGFOS - 5TA~OAFCLA8EL, OIE
1 eATEN WERDEN NICHT BERUECKSICHTIGT'l
GO Ta 26
31 WRITE(NOUT.321 LABIl)
32 FORMAT(lH.' DER LABEL',A9,' KANN IN ~ER MIGROS - AUSGAßE NICHT
1 GEFUNDEN WERDEN'I' oeER eIE GE~UENSC~TEN DATEN SINe NICPT IN 0
2E~ ANGEGEBENEN BLOCK ENTHALTEN')
GO TO 26
29 GO Ta (100.100.2CO,3CO,4CC,5CC,6CC,7CO,8~C,900).K







101 IF(LWORT(l).NE.MMAT) GO Ta 27
107 IHIFfLO(4).LT.IZG-1I GO Ta 105
IF(IFELD(4).EC.IZG-1) GO TC 102
GO Ta 21
105 REAO(~IG)J,(FElD(K),K=l.Jl
1FlJ.EO.O) GO Ta 106
I HLWORTu ) .NE. M~AT) GO Ta 105
GO Ta 107
102 IF(NS.GT.O) GO Ta 104
NS=l
00 103 l=1.5









165 REAOOHGl J,(FELO(Kl ,K=l ,J)
1FlJ.EO.O) GO Ta 1E3




If(IZ.LE.MOGRUP) GO Ta 166
1Z:MUGRUP
IZG=IGSATZ+1-MOGRUP
167 IF(FELO(31.NE.T(LT1) GO TO 107
168 REAO(M1G) J,(FELOlKI.K=l,Jl
IF(J.EO.OI GO Ta 1€3
IF(LWORT (U. EQ. "''''AT1 GO Ta 167
GO Ta He
166 IH1FEUH4).LT.IZG-l1 GO Ta 169













































































TFfJ.EQ.O) GC TC 106







00 173 J=l.L T




1FUV.EQ.O) KENNZt1,Il =NVARBt1 ,1.11
1'1=1
00 175 J=l, 1B
WRITHIGRU) IE,GMAT.GTYP(I) ,KENNzn.1l,"'.S1G~AMfJl
WRITE(6.180)IE,GMAT.GTYP(Il,KENNZf1,Il,M.SIGMAMfJl,TK(Jl





















IF(J.EO.Ol GO Ta 111
IF(LWORTf11.EC.MMATl GO Ta 111
NS~NS+l




IF(1Z.LE.MOGRUPl GO TO 113
IZ=MUGRUP
IF (FElOBI. NE. T (LTl. ANIl. IHLCf4 1.EO. IZ G-l) GO Ta 114
REAO(M1G)J.(FELOfKl,K=1.Jl
IHJ.EO 01 GO TO 117




























































L=NFXFL IFHDll I I
IFINV.EO.3l GO TO 134
IFINV.EC.11 GO TO 135
GO TO 136
135 IFH .EO.11 GO TO 136
00 137 M=3,NCH
N=NOAT-M+3









134 00 120 M=l,L
00 121 N=l,LT
IfIFELOIM+21.EO.TINlI GO TO 120
121 CONTINUE
WRITE INOUT,122l GTYPIIl,FELOIM+2J,K
122 FORMAT 12X,'OER TYP' ,A9,' KnN NICI-<T eE~QEEITET WERDEN, 1HIL OIE G
1RUBA - TEMPERATUR',El6.a/' IN GRUBA - GR\JPPE',I5,' NICHT IN DER








IFINREN.EO.Ol GO TC 197
00 198 J=l, "11
00 127 MZ=l,NREN
IFIRNAMEIMZl.NE.MTYPIII) GC TC 127
IFIRLAIMZl.NE.LABIIII GO TO 127
P>lX=NRGIMZl
00 176 MY=l.MX











IFIFFIK,J,ll.lE.l•• ANO.FFIK,J,Ll.GT.Ol GO TC 199
IFINIT.EQ.O) GO TO 118
00 11<; MZ=I,NIT
IFIMNAMEIMZI.NE.MTYPIIlI GO TC 11<;



























































TFIMOGRUP-J+l.FO. TOG(Ml ,MYII Ge TC 19q
12~ CCNT INtJ E
GO TO 118
11 <; CONTIN tJE
118 "=1
19<; CONTI NUE
IFfM.EQ.OI GO TO 198
LRJ=MCGRUP-J+1
HR IT EINot'T , 131 I lAß ( I I ,MTYP (I ) ,L RJ , T IK)
131 FORMAT!' lAßFL ',A6,': DER NICHT PENORMIERTE F-FAKTOR ',~4,' IIIRD
1 IN GRUPPE',I5,' RE! DER TE"PERnUP',FlO.2,' GPOESSER 1 ODER KLEIN




IFIIO.EO.OI GC Ta 132















00 192 K=1,L T
192 S=AMAX1IS.SIIKII
IF(S.GT.1.E-51 GO TO 1<;4
lRENIJI=1
GC Ta 10('7






193 00 1008 J=l,P'I
IfliRENIJI.EO.ll GO TO 1008
Cl: 145 l=l,NS
00 1001 K=2.LT
H(ABSI (FF(K,J ,I I-FFIK-1,J ,lll*2.!IFFI K-1 ,J ,LI +FF I K,J ,lll I. LE.
H.E-51 GO TO 1001
GO TO 145







































































TF ( F F I K, J ,t I • LE• 1 •• ANO. FF I K, J ,I I. GT. ". ) GO TO 1 C0 5
IFINIT.EO.OI GC iC 162
OC 181 MZ=l,NIT
IFIMN~MEIMZI.I\E.MTYPIIll GO TO 181
IFIMLAIMZl.NE.LABIIll GO TC 181
to'X=NZGIMZI
00 161 MY=l,to'X






IFIM.EO.O) GC TC 1006
LRJ=MOGPUP-J+l
WRITE INOUT,1261 LABIII,MTYPIII,LRJ,TIK)
126 FORMATI2X,'LABEL ',~6,': DER RENORMTERTE F-F~KTOR ',A4,' WIRD rN G
1RUPPE',15,' BEI DER TFMPERATIlP',"J(Q c.' GROE.SSER , OOE.p 1<tEHf c GL








IFlIREN(J).EC.OI GO TC 195
WRITEINOUT,1961 FSTATII~I,M




128 FORMATl2X,'OlE F-FAKTOREN ',A,,' IN GRtlP PE',I5,' WURDEN AUF rEI\ OU
2ERSCHNITT 8EI UNENOLICHR VERCUENNI'NG FUI'R OIE TEMPERATUR T =',
3F1.2,' NORMIERT'l
129 M=tot-1
IF rr TESTn I. EQ.lI GC TC 190





IFILT.EO.3J GO TO 140
IFllT.EC.21 GC TC 141
GO iO 142


























































141 IFITlll.EO.900 •• ANG.Tf21.EQ.210J.1 GO Tn 143
GO TO 142
143 rFIIV.EO.Ol GO TO 155
TFIIKIII.GE.21 GC TC 155
WRITEINOLT,1561 LAB(TI,GTyoIII
156 FORMAT 12X,' HIER DEN LA8EL ',A9,' "ND DEM TYP' ,1\<;,' \,URDE KEINE G
1RUBA VERARBEITUNGSKE~NZIFFER FUER rEN FllL,'I' OAS~ NUR STANDAR
20TEMPERAil'REN VORLIEGEN, BEREITGESTFLlT' 1
GC TO 10ee
155 KE=KENNZI2,II
00 144 J=IIJGRUP, ICGRUP
K=K+l
IF(IPSIKI.EQ.Ol GO T~ 183
IF INIT. EQ.O I GC TO 144
00 1Eii MZ=1.NI1
!F(MNAMEIMZl.NE.MTYPl111 GO TO 1'3.1;
IF(MLAI~Zl.NE.LAPIIl) GO TC 184
MX=NZGI MZ I
00 185 ~Y=l.~X






148 oe 146 M=l,LT
IFIFF(M,K,MS1.NE.l.) Ge TC 147
146 CONT INUE
MS=~S-l
IFIMS.GT.CI GO Ta 148
I F I IV. EQ.O ) GO TO 159
















94 WPITEI6.<;2ltE,GMAT,GTyplIl ,1<E ,~,LT.to'S,(IFFll,1<,Tfl,
1 I F=1 ,~S I ,t =1 ,LT I
144 IE=IE-1
GC TO 26
142 oe 133 J=TUGRUP.ICGRUP
K=K+l
!FITPSlKl.EO.O) GO TO 186


























































IFIMNAME{MZI.Nf.~TYPIIII GC TC 187
IFIMLAI~ZI.Nf.LAeIIll GO TO 187
MX=NlGIMZl
CO 188 MY=l,MX






151 00 149 M=I,LT
IFIFFIM,K,M51.NE.I.1 GO TO 150
14<; CONTI NUE
IIS=MS-1
IFIM5.GT.OI GO TD 151
IFIIV.EO.Ol GO TO 157
IFIIKIIl.GE.31 GO TO 157
160 WRITEINOUT,1581 LABIlI ,GTYPII)
158 FORMAT 12X,' FUER DEN LABEL ',A'<:) , ' UND DEN TYP' ,Ag,' ~UROf KEINE G
lRUBA VERARBEITUNGSKENNZIFFER FUER rEN FALL,'" DASS ALLE F-FAKT








WRITEIIGRUIIE,G1'1AT,GTYPIIJ ,KENNZll,I I, ",I T,M5, IT ILl ,L=1 ,LTI,
11 IFFIL,K, IFI, IF=l.MS ),L:l,LTI
IFIlT+lT*MS.LE.51 GO TO 93















205 IfIJ.NE.OI GO TO 201
BACKSPACE MIG
GO TO 27
201 IFILWORTI11.NE.""ATI GD TO 27
IFIIFElOI31.lT.IZG-11 GO TO 202
































































IFIISPA.EO.11 Ge TO 206
Da 207 M=l,5
IFIMTYPIII.EO.QSTRUKIMll GO TO 208
207 CONTINIJE
GO TO 210
206 DA 209 101=1,6






WR!TE 16.501 I E,G"AT ,GTY P1I I ,KENNZ u , J I, J, FELOIM 1
211 READIMIGIJ,IFELOIKI,K=l.JI
IFIJ.EQ.LRJ+41 GD TO 211
222 IE=IE-l
I ZG= I ZG+l
IZ=IZ+1




IFIJ.NE.lRJ+41 GO Ta 218
IFIISPA.EQ.11 GC TO 212
00 213 "=1,5
IFIMTYPCII.EQ.FSTRUKIMll GO Ta 214
213 CONTINUE
217 WRITE INOUT.2151 MTYPIII.LABIII






IFIJ.NE.LRJ+41 GO TO 218
GC TO 214
212 00 216 M=l,6





221 IFIFINl.lE.Ol GD TO 226
IFIFfNI.LE.O.999991 GO Ta 220
IFIFINl.lE.1.00011 GO Ta 225
226 J=MOGRUP-IOGR\JP+IE
IFINIT.EQ.OI GD Ta 229
00 227 MZ=l.NIT
IFIMNAMEIMZI.NE.MTYPII11 GO TO 227
IFIMLAIMZI.NE.lABIIII GD TC 227
MX=NZGIMZI
00 228 "Y=l. MX





























































224 FCRMßTl' LABEL',A9,': DER F-FAKTOR',A9,' WIRQ IN GRUPPE',I5,




223 IFlFlNl.NE.l.1 GO TO 220
1'1=1'1-1
IFlN.NE.Ol GO Ta 221















C VERARBEITUNG DER AUSGABE DES MIGROS - PROGRAMMS NR. 4
C
300 READ lMI~lJ,IFElDIKl,K=I.Jl





IFILWORTl1l.NE.MMATl GO TC 21
IFllWORT(21.EO.MTYPlIl1 GO Ta 302
REAOlMIGl J.lFELClKl,K~l,Jl
GO TO 300












C VERARBEITUNG DER AUSGABE DES MIGROS - PROGRAMMS N~. 5
C
400 READ(MIG)J,(FElDIK1,K=l,J)
































































IFIJ.NE.OI GC TC 405
GO Ta 402
405 IFIIFELCil1.LT.MOGl GO Ta 27























C VERARBEITUNG DER ßUSGABE DES MIGROS - PRCGRAMMS NR. 6
C
500 REAOIMIGIJ,IFELCIKl,K=I,Jl
IFlJ.NE.Cl GO TO 501
EßCKSPACE MIG
GO Ta 27










IFIIFElDll1.LT.IZl GC TC 505







































































IFfIHlCU).NE.IFElDf"3n GO TO 217
00 512 l=1.6
IF(lFELO(4).EO.MCMfl)) GO TO 513
512 CONTINUE
515 WRITEfNOllT.514) MTYPfil
514 FORMAT(' DER TYPNAME'.AI0.' IST NICHT ZUlAESSIG'l
GO TO 26
513 J8=l-1
IF(IB.GT.Ol GO TO 509
GO TO 510




510 DO 507 l=l.IGG
READfMIG1J.fFElD(K).K=1.J)
IFIIFElD(2).lT.IZ) GO TO 507
IFfIFElD(2).GT.TZ) GO TO 27
M=J-1
WRITE IIGRU) IG.GMAT.GTYP(I),KE~NZ(1.I).~,IG.(FELDfK),K=3.J)












C VERARBEITUNG DER AUSGABE DES MIGROS - PROGRAMMS NR. 7
C
600 REAOlMIG)J,IFElO(K),K=l.Jl
H(J.NE.O) GO TO 601
605 BACKSPACE MIG
GO TO 27
601 IF(lWORT(II.NE.MMATI GO TO 27
IB=HElO(5)
lWORT u )=MTYP( I )
IF=IFElO(2)*2
IF(IF.GT.Ol GO TO 602
GO TO 603
602 00 604 K=I.IF
READUHG) J



























































!FfJ.EO.Ol GO TO 605
M=l
IF=I B-MOGRUP+1
IFfIF.GT.Jl GO TO 26
IF(IV.EC.CJ KE~~Z(1.Il=NV~Re(7.1.1J
606 WRITE (IGRl'J IE.GMAT.GTYPfIl.KENf\Z<I.1 J ,~.FElD(lFJ
WRITE (6,501 IE.GMAT,GTYP(I).KENNZ(I.I).~,FElO(IFI
IF=IF+1
IF(IF.GT.JJ GO TO 26
foICG=MOG-l
IE=IE-1
IF(MOG.GE.MUGRUPJ GO TO 606
GO TO 26
C
C VERARBEITUNG DER AUSGABE DES MIGROS - PRnGRAt'lMS NR. 8
C
700 READ (MIGIJolFElD(Kl,K=l,JJ






IFfIF.GT.JJ GO TO 26
IF(IV.EO.OI KENNZ(1.IJ=NVARB(8.1.1J
702 WRITE (IGRUJ IE,GMAT.GTYPII1,KENNZ(1.1),M,FElDIIFI
WRITE (6,50J IE,Gt'lAT,GTYPi I I.KENNZ( 1,1 J .~,FElO(JFI
IF=IF+l
IF(IF.GT.Jl GO TO 26
IE=IE-l
MDG=MOG-l
IF(MOG.GE.MUGRUPI GO TO 702
GO TO 26
C
C VERARBEITUNG DER AUSGABE OES MIGROS - PRfGRAMMS NR. <;
C
800 READ(MIG)J.(FElO(Kl.K=l,Jl
IF(J.NE.O) GO TO 801
BACKSPACE MIG
GO TO 27
801 IF(lWORTll).NE.MMATl GO TO 27
IF=IFElOI41
804 READ(MIG1J.(FElOfKl.K=1.J)
IF(J.NE.IFElC(21*IFELO(31*4+31 Ge TO 27
18=IFElO( 2)
IPK=IFElTI(31
IFIIFElO(11.EO.MOGI GO TO 802
808 00 803 M=I.IF
803 REAO IMIG1J.(FElC(Kl.K=l,Jl
GO TO 804
802 CO 805 M=1.4













































































1FlIV.EO.O 1 KENNZll, Il=NV/lR819, 2,ll
IF{IFELD{ll.NE.1FELDI3l1 GO TO 27
OC 812 L=l,6






IFlIFElD{11.EO.ll GC Ta 809
N=N+1









11 0 l:= MOG-1
1FlMOG.lT.MUGRUPI GO TO 26
N=1F-l-1




VERAR8ElTUNG DER AUSGABE DES MIGROS - PROGRAMMS NR. 10
900 READ{MIGJJ,IFElDlKl,K=l,J)
IfU.NE.Ol GO TC 901
BACKSPACE MIG
GO TO :1.7
901 IFllWORT(1).NE.MMAT) GO TO 27
















































































SUBROUTI NE TEST1 (M/lT,TYP,LA8, FSTar , ~OERIJP, NOUT, FF, LT. NS, "I I, SIGO, T
l,IREN,TEXT,ATXT,IPSI
REAL*8 MAT,TYP,lA8,FSTAT(51,l8{2I,8TXT{51
01 MEN SI ON SI GOI 101 ,FF 110,100,71 ,Tl 10) ,S I G171 ,I PS II 00 I. IR EN UOO I.
lTEXTI51,ATXTI51
OATA SIG/O. ,10. ,100. ,l.E3,l.E4,1.E5,l.E6/,L8/'MIGR ','FSTAT
11
00 1 1=1,2
IFllA8.EC.lBlIII GO TO 2
1 CONTINUE
WRITE lNOUT,31 LA8
3 FORMATl1HO/' DAS TESTPROGRAMM TEST1 IST FUER DEN LA8EL',A9.· UNGEE
lIGNET' 1
GO TO 100











C UEBERPRUEFUNG AUF STANDARO SIG~AO
C
67 IFlNS.NE.71 GO TC 4
00 5 J=l,7
IflSIGlIl.NE.SIGOlIII GO TO 4
5 CONTINUE
GO TO 44


























































7 FOl<MIIT 1ll-l01 , TEST1 : IN LABEL',A9,' SIND DIE SIGMAC - "'ERlE t\ICHl
1GLEICH DEN SI11NDIIRD - "'ERTEt\'/9X,7EI6.Bl
GO TO 102
UEBERPRUEFUNG AUF 0.LT.F.LE.1
44 00 35 J=I,"I
D037K=1,LT
00 37 L=l,NS
IFlFFIK,J,Ll.LE.Ol GO TO 3t





38 FORMATllHO/' TEST1 : IN LAEEL',A9,' MATERIAL',A9,' GRUPPE',I:,' SI




IF(IRENlJI.EC.11 GC TO 45
WRITEINOUT,401 LAB,"AT,I",IATXTIIl,I=I,51,TYP
GO TO 46
45 "'RITE lNOUT,401 LAB,I"AT,I",ITEXTlIl,I=l,51,TYP
40 FORMATllHO/' TEST1 : IN LABEL',A9,' MATERIAL',A9,' GRUPPE',I5,' SI
1ND DIE' ,5A4,' F-FAKTOREN' ,119,' GROESSER I' I
46 IPSIJl=l
35 CONTINUE
UEBERPRUEFUNG DER MONOTONIE MIT STEIGENDER TEMPERATUR
6 IFlLT.EC.3.AND.Tlll.EQ.300 •• AND.TI21.EC.900 •• IINC.TI31.EC.210C.l
IGO TO 8
WRITE lNCUT,91 LIIE,I"IIT,TYP
9 FORMATllHO/' TESTI : IN LABEL',A9,' "ATEPIIIl' ,119,' Kllt\t\ DER F-FAKT
IOR',A9/9X,'NICl-lT AUF STEIGENDE MONOTONIE FUER STEIGENOE TEMPERATUR
2EN GEPRUEFT WERDEN'/9X,'WEIL It\ I"IGRCS-2 t\ICHT MIT DEN STIINDIIRC
3TEMPERATUREN 300, 9CO, 2100 GRAD KELV:N GERECHNET WURDE'I
GO TO 10
8 00 11 J=l,MI
M=MOGRUP-J+1




58 00 61 l=l,5
61 BTXTlll=TEXTlLl
60 00 11 l=l,NS
00 12 K=2,L T




13 I NOE X=l
47 WRITE INOUT,141 LAB,MAT,M,SIGOlLI,(BTXTIII,I=l,51,TYP

























































IG"AO =',fl6.8/8X,' SIND DIE ',5A4,' F-FAKTOREN',A9,' NICHT MONOTON
2 STEIGEND MIT STEIGEt\DER TEI"PERIITUP' I
48 DC 15 K=2,L T
IFlFFlK,J,Ll.GT.FFIK-l,J,LII GO TO 51
15 CONTINUE
49 WRITE lNOUT,171 lETXTI Il,I=1,51







B2=FF12 ,J • l I* 112
B3=FFI3,J,Ll*A3
















71 IF(INCEX.EQ.OI GO TO 72
75 WRITEINOUT,741
74 FORMAT lI4X, 'SIGMAO',9X. 'CC',l1X,'Cl',111l,'C2' ,8X,'TZAEHLER' ,6X,







19 FCRMIlTl' TESTI : IN LABEL',II9,' MATERIAl',I19,' GRUPPE'.I5,' SIGMAO
1 =',E16.8/9X,'SIND DIE ',5A4,' F-FIIKTOREN',A9,' NICHT MONOTON FIlLL
2fND MIT STEIGENDER TEMPERATLR'/60X,'FI =',E16.8,' F2 =' ,E16.S,
3' F3 =' ,El6.81
GO TO 50
72 IF(CO.LE.0.IINO.C1.LE.O.IIND.C2.GE.OI GO TO 76
IFICO.GT.0.AND.Cl.GE.O.ANO.C2.GE.OI GC TO 11
IFICO.GE.O.ANO.Cl.GT.0.AND.C2.GE.OJ GO TO 11
IF lCO.L T.0. IINC. Cl.LE.O .AND .C2.LT .0. AND.TN.GE .TREF I GO TD 11
IFlCO.LE.0.AND.C1.LT.0.AND.C2.LT.0.AND.TN.GE.TREFI GO TC 11
IFlCO.GT.O.AND.C2.GE.0.IINO.TZ.GE.TREFI GO TO 11
IF(CO.LT.G.AND.C2.LT.0.AND.TZ.GE.TPEF.ANO.TN.GE.TREFI GO TO 11
WRITE(NOUT,73ILAB,MAT,M, SIGOILI,IBTXTlI~,I=l,5I,TYP
73 FORMATlII' TESTI : IN LII8EL',1l9,' i'HERln',II9,' GRUPPE',I5,, SIGM
































































77 fORMATlIl' TESTI : IN LABEL',Ä9,' I'ATERIAL',A9,' GRUPPE' ,15,' SIGM
lAO =',E16.B/9X,'KAN~ BEI DER TEMPERATURINTERPOLATION DER',5A4,













62 00 65 L=1,5
65 BTXT(lJ=TEXTlLJ
64 00 21 K=l,LT
00 22 l=2, NS





52 WRITE INOUT,25J LAB,MAT,TIKJ,M,IBTXTIIJ,I=l,5J,TYP
25 FORMATI1HO/' TESTl : IN LABEl' ,A9,' MATERHL' ,fl9,' TEMPERATUR',
1flO.2,' GRUPPE',I5/<;X.'SINO OIE ',5A4,' f-FAKTCREI\',A'3,' NIC!"'T MON
20TON STEIGENC MIT STEIGENDE" SIG"AO'J
53 N=l
00 26 L=2,NS
IFlFFIK,J,lJ.GT.FFIK,J,l-lll GO TO 56
26 CONT INUE
54 WRITE INCUT,211 IBTXTIII,I=l,S)
21 fORMATl' TEST1 : DIE ',5A4,' F-FAKlCREN SIND MONOlO~ fflllENO MIT S









29 IflfFlK,J,I-1J.EQ.1•• ANO.FfIK,J,II.NE.1.1 GO TC 31


































































32 B=IS IGO 11-11* ll.-Fl HIO .1/ 1'1
A= 10.





42 FORMATl' TESTI : IN LABEL',A9,' MATERIAL',A9,' TEMPERAlLR',F1C.2,
l' GRUPPE',I5/9X,' S!I\D OIE ',5~4,' F-FAKTOREN',fl9,' NIC!"'T MONOTON




102 00 34 J=l,MI
34 IPSlJl=l
100 WRITE 1NOUT ,200 I MAT,TYP,lAE






DIESE SUBROUTINE PRUEFT OIE MIGROS - AUSGflBE DES PROGRAMMS 3
REAl*8 MAT,TYP,lAB,FSTRUKI51,GSTRUK(6),lRilWORTI2J,ENO
DIMENSION FElDI2000I,SIGOl101,SIGI11,fllOI,IFElDI20001,KKI5001
OflTA lB/'STRK 'I,ENO/'ENOE 'I,
lSIG/0.,lC.,100.,1.E3,l.E4,1.E5,1.E61
IFllAB.EQ.lBI GO TO 2
WRITEINOUT,31 lAB










IFllWCRTl1J.EQ.E~DJ GO TO 99
IFllWORTl11.NE.lABI GO TO 4
REAO IMIGI J,HElOlKI,K=l,J 1
IFllWORTI11.NE.MAll GO TO 4
10 NG=IFElDI3J
IFIISFA.EQ.ll GO TO 15
00 16 M=1,5





























































15 00 17 M=l,6
IFITYP.EQ.GSTPUKCMJl GO TD 6
17 COl'lTINUE
50 WRITECNOVT,14J LAB,T~P
14 FORMATllHO/' TEST3 : IN lAREl',A<J,' IST CER T~P',A<J,' NICHT ENTHAl
lTEN'1
GO TO 101
6IFCNG.LT.MOGI Ge TO 7
IFCNG.EQ.MOGI GO Ta 8
GO TO 4
7 READ CMIGI J,CFELDC!<J,K=I,Jl
IFCJ.EQ.Ol GO TO 32
IFCLWCRTCl1.NE.~ATJ GO TO 7
GO TO 10
32 GO TO C9,100 I,NT
8 READ CMIGJ J, CFELDC!<I,K=1 ,Jl
N=O
12 READ CMIGJ J,CFELCCK1,K=l,Jl
IFCJ.EQ.Ol GO TO 11





UEBERPRUEFUNG AUF STANCARC SIGMAO
11 IFIN.NE.7J GO TO 18
00 19 1=1,7
IFI5IGOU1.NE.SIGOll GO TO 18
1<; CONTINUE
UEBERPRUEFUNG AUF O.LT.F.LE.l
UND AUF MONOTONIE MIT 5TEIGEI'IDEM SIGMAO
00 33 1=1,7
IFCFIIJ.LE.0.9999<;J GO Ta 33
IFIFI IJ .LE.l.000l J FC IJ=l.
33 CONTI NUE
00 20 1=2,7
IFIFIIJ.LT.FII-I1J GO Ta 21
20 CONTINUE
00 22 1=1,7
IFIFIIJ.LE.OJ GO TC 34
IFCFIIJ.GT.l.J GO TO 23
22 CONTINUE
GO TO 24
18 WRITE INOUT,25J LA8,15IGIIJ,I=l,7J
25 FORMAT(lHO/' TEST3 : IN LABEL',A9,' SIND DIE 5IGMAO - WERTE NICHT
IGLEICH DEN STANDARD - WERTEI'I'/9X,7E16.81
GO TO 102
21 MO=IGSATZ-MOG
WRITE INOUT,26J LAB,MAT.MO. 1YP
26 FORMATCIHO/' TE5T3 : IN LABEL',A9.' MATERIAL',A9,' GRUPPE',I5.' SI



























































IFCFIIJ.GT.FII-111 GO TO 37
36 CONTI NUE
WRITE INOUT, 41 J
41 FORMATI' TEST3 : eIE f-FAKTCREN 5rl'l0 MONnTON FALLEND MIT STEIGENDE









43 IFCFlI-ll.EQ.l •• ANO.FIII.NE.I.1 GO TO 45















40 FORMAT!' TEST3 : IN LABEL' ,A9.' plATERIAL".A9,' GRUPPE',I5,' SIND 0




35 FORMATIlHOl' 1EST3 : IN lABEl',A9,' MATEFIAL' ,A9,' GRUFPE',I5,' IS




21 FORMATCIHO/' 1EST3: IN LABEl',A9,' MIlTEFIH',A9.' GRUPPE',I5,' SI
IND OIE F-FAKTOREN',A9,' GROESSER 1'1
102 KKIIGSA1Z-MOGJ=1
24 MOG=MOG+1




98 FORMATIIHO/' 1E5T3 : DIE MIGROS - GRUPPE',I5,' WURDE IN OER pIlGROS
1 - RECHNUNG NICHT BERUECKSICHTIGT'J
101 00 42 IzMUGRlP,MOGRlP
42 KK ~IJ=l
100 WRITEINOUT,200JMAT,TYP,lAB,plCGRUP,~JGRUP
200 FORMATI' ENDE VON TEST3 FUER plATERIAL' ,A9,' TYP' ,A9,' LABEL',A9



























































SUBROUTINE TEST5 I "1AT, LAB,r-oCGRUP, MlGRIJP,~IG, NOUT, FEL 0, IF EL 0,
1 LWORT ,KKJ
C




DATA LB/'SMTOT 'I,ENO/'ENCE 'I
IFILAB.EO.LB) GO TO 1
WRITEINCUT,Z) LAB





IFIJ.NE.O) GC TC 3
BACKS PACE MI G
REAOIMIGI J,IFELCIK),K=I,Z)
IFllWORTI1J.EO.END) GO TO 99
IFllWORTI1J.NE.lABI GO TO 3
REAOIMIGI J,IFElOIKJ,K=l,JJ
IFll WORT( 11 .NE .MA TI GO TO 3
IF=IFELOI3J
MOG=MCGRUP
00 B 1=1, I F
REAOIMIGJ J,IFElDIKJ,K=l,JI
IFIIFELDI1J.LT.MOGI GO TO 3




IFIS*C.~~95.lE.1.J GO TO 5
6 WRITEINOUT,71 LJlB,MAT,IFELCI11,S
7 FORMATl1HO/' TEST5: lAEEL',A9-,' MHERIAt',Jl9,' AUSSTREUGRUPPE',I5
1,' DIE SUMME UEBER ALLE EINSTREUGRUPPEN RETRAEGT',EI6.eJ
GO TO 101
5 IFIS*1.0005.GE.1.J GO TO <;
GO TO 6
<; MOG=MOG-1




98 FCRMATI1HO/' TEST5 : OER lABEL',A9,' IST NICHT VORHJlNOEN, ODER DAS
































































DIESE SUEROUTINE PRUEFT CIE "IGRCS - AUSGABE DES PROGRAMMS 6
REJll*8 MAT,TYP,LAB,lB,LWORTI2J,ENO,T
DIMENSION FElDlZOOO),IFELDI20001
DATA LB/'FLUM '!,END/'ENDE '!,T/'SGNCC 'I
IFllAE.EC.lEJ GO TC 1
WRITElNOUT,ZJ lAB
Z FORMJlTl1I"O/' CAS TESTPRCGRAMM TESTE 1ST FUER DEN LABEL',A9,' U~GEE
lTGNET'J
GO TO 100
1 IFITYP.EQ.TI Ge TO 3
WRITEINOUT,4) TYP





IF IJ .NE.O J GO TC 5
BACKSPACE MIG
READ IMIGJ J,IFElDlKJ,K=I,2J
IFILWeRTlll.EC.E~CJ GO TO 99
!FILWORT(l).NE.lAB) GO TO 5
READ (MIGI Jtl FElDIK J,K=l,J J







IFIIFElDI1J.EC.O) GO Ta 7
WRITE (NOUT,81 LAB,~AT
8 FORMATI1HO!' TEST6 : IM LABEL',A9,' MATERIAL',A~,' WURDE NICHT OAS
1 C. MOMENT GESPEICHERT'J
GO TO 101
"7IFlIFElDIZJ.lT.MUG) GO TO 9




IFIS*0.9995.lE.1.J GO TO 11
13 WRITE INOUT,12J lAB,FolAT,IFELOIZI,S
lZ FCRMJlTI1HO/' TEST6 : LABEl',A9,' MATERIAl',A9,' AUSSTREUGRUPPE'.IS





















































11 IFIS*1.CC05.Gl.1.1 GC TO 14
GO TO I?
14 f'UG=MUG+l
IFIMUG.Gl.MOGRLPl GO TO leo
9 CONTINUE
GO TO 100
99 WRITE INOUT,981 LAB,MAI
98 FORMAT{lHO/' TEST6 : DER LAEEL' ,A9,' IST NICHT VORHANDEN, ODER DAS




200 FORMAT!' ENDE VON TEST6 FUER MATERIAL',A9,' TYP',A9,' LABEL',A9










DATA LB/'SPALI 'I,END/'ENDE '1,IP/'OHI 'I
IFILAB.EC.LBl GO TO 1
WRITE INOUT,21 LAB




3 READ IMIG) J, IFELDl Kl ,K=l.Jl
IFlJ.NE.Ol GO TO 3
BACKS FACE MIG
READlMIGlJ,lFELDlKl,K=l,21
IFILWORTll1.EC.ENDl GO TO 99
IFILWORTll1.NE.LABl GO TC 3
READ IMIGl J,IFELDIKl,K=l,Jl
IFILWORTll1.NE.MATl GO TO 3
IFIIFELDI51-IFELDI61+2.NE.IGSA1Z1 GO TO 90
ATYP=TY P
IFIXTYPIIJ.EC.TPJ GO TC 4
WRITE INOUT,5) LAB,T~P




IFIIF.EC.Ol GO TO 6
00 7 1=1,11'
READ IMIGl J

























































IFIS*C.<;<;<;5.LE.l.J GO TO 10
12 WRITE INOUT,11l LAB,MAT,TYP,S
11 FORMATllHO/' TEST7 : LABEL',A9,' MATERIAL',A9,' TYP',A9,' DIE SUMM
lE IJEBER ALLE CHI BETRAEGT' ,E16. 8J
GO TC 101
10 IFlS*I.0C05.GE.l.1 GO TO 100
GO TO 12
8 WRITE INOUT,131 LAB,MAT,TYP
13 FORMATllHO/' TEST7 : IN LABEL',A<;,' MA1EPIAL',A9,' IST DER TYP',A9
I,' NICHT ENTHALTEN' I
GO TO 101
99 WRITECNOUT,98) LAB,MAT
98 FORMATlIHOI' TEST7 : DER UBEL',A9,' IST NICHT VORHANlJEN, ODER OAS
1 MATERIAL',A9,' IST IN DIESEM LABEL NICHT ENTHALTEN'1
GO TC 101
90 WRITEINOUT,971 IGSATZ
97 FORMATllI-'OI' TEST7 : DAS PRUEFPROGRAMM KANN NICHT BENUTZT WERDEN,
















DATA LB/'REMO ",END/'ENDE 'I.T/'SGNCO 'I
IFILAB.EQ.LBI GO TO 1
WRITEINO\:T,2) LaB
2 FORMATIIHO/' aAS TESTPROGRAMM TEST9 IST FUER DEN LABEL',A9,' UNGEE
1 IGNET' I
GO TO !CO
1 IFITYP. EC.T) GO TO 3
WRITEINOLT,41 TYP




























































IFILWCRTl11.EC.E~DJ GO TO 99 240
IFILWORTl11.NE.LABJ GO TO 5 250
READIMIGJJ,IFELDIKI,K=l,Jl 260
IFlLWORTl11.NE.~ATI GC TO 5 270
NM=IFELD 14 I 280
~OG=~CGRUP 290
14 REAOIMIGI J,IFELOIKJ,K=l,JJ 3CO
IFlJ.EQ.OJ GO TO 100 310
NMM=N~ 320
IFlIFELOlll.GT.MOGJ GO TO 7 330





00 12 L=l, NST 390
S=O. 400
00 8 J=l,NZ 410
K=L+2+1 J-1 J*NST 420
8 S=S+FELD{KI 430
IF{S*0.9995.LE.1.J GO TO 9 440
10 WRITEINOUT,11J LAB,MAT,I,S 450
11 FORMAT{l~OI' TEST9 : LABEL',A9,' MATERIAL',A9,' AUSSTRELGRUPPE' ,15 460
1,' DIE SUMME UEBER ALLE EINSTREUGRUPPEN eETRAEGT',E16.81 470
GO TO 101 480
9 IFlS*1.0005.GT.1.J GO TO 12 490
GO TO 10 500
12 CONT INU E 510
MOG=MOG-1 520
IF{MOG.LT.MUGRUP J GO TO 100 530
N""=N"-l 540
1 00 13 L=l,NMM 550
13 READ{MIGJ 560
GO TO 14 510
99 WRITEINOUT,9S1 LAB,MAT 580
98 fORMAT 11HO I , TEST9 : DER LABEL',A9,' IST N.ICHT VORHANDEN, ODER DAS 590
1 MATERIAL',A9/' IST IN DEN GEWUENSC~TEN GRUPPEN IN DIESEM LABEL NI 600
2CHT ENTHALTEN' I 610
101 KK=l 620
100 WRITElNOUT,2001MAT,TYP,lAB,"OGRUP,MUGRUP 630
200 FORMATl' ENDE VON TEST9 FUER MATERIAL',A9,' TYP',A9,' LABEl',A9 640




CFSPIE TS A SPECIAL FPPOP-DETECTING SUBROUTINE ,WHICH IN CASE
C 01' AN ABNORMAL END OETERMINS THE PSW AND PRINTS THIS PSW +
C A TRACE-BACK + THE REGISTER CONTENTS + THE SYSTEM COMPLETION


































































































IFlNFl11.FO.LFOI GOTn 2 44'1 10, J=J+l 1000
GOTO 201 450 C 1010
ZOO KOUT= 1 46'1 C 10Z0
GOTO 12 470 C 1030
201 J I I 11 =NF ( 1 I 4S0 97 oe ?C K=1,18 1040
JI121=NFI21 490 T F (N FE IJ ) • 1'0• LV( KI) GO T'1 21 1050
IF(N8.EO.NV81 cnrn zo» 500 20 c:rNTTNIJF 1060
RFAD lINP,I,ENO=200,ERR=31 I NF I' ( I ) , J =1 , BOI 510 GO rn 3 1070
1 FORMATlSOAlJ 520 C 10S0
GO TO 4 530 C 1090
2 IFINFII203,Z03,Z02 540 C 1100
202 ENDF!LE NFI 550 21 IF lK-l nO,30,22 1110
REWIND NFI 560 30 1FlL$131,31,32 1120
Z03 RETURN 570 31 IFIJ-IYI16,~3,33 1130
3 WRITE INFO,51 580 C 1140
5 FORMATlIHO/48H EPROP-CONOITTON IN DATA TRANSFER nR INPUT-EPRORI 590 C 1150
STOP 600 C 1160
4 IF (IY.EO.801 GOTO 0667 610 ~2 JFllPPI40,40,41 1170
JKFE=NFEI731 6Z0 40 N=N+1 1180
NH1731=STERN 630 NF(NI=LSU:t-MV 1190
6667 WRITE IN FO, 61 (NFEIII,I=1,801 640 47 LSU=O 1200
6 FORMATIIX,80A11 650 L$=O 12·10
IF lIY.EO.801 GOTD 6668 660 LO=O 1220
NFE1731=JKFE 670 MV= 1 1230
C 680 V=I. 1240
C 690 GOTO 31 1250
C 700 C 1260
6668 IFlNFl1J.EQ.LNOI GOTD 500 710 C 1270
IFlNFl1J.EQ.LSPEI cnrn 501 720 C 1Z80
GOTD 502 730 41 M=LP-LS 1290 J,
500 KSPNO=O 740 IF Il.S-9J42,43,43 1300 l'
GOTn 11 750 43 LSU=LSUR 1310
501 KSPNO=1 760 42 IFlMJ44,45,46 1320
GOTn 11 770 44 IFI78+MJ3,3,45 1330
502 IFINFEIIJ.EQ.LVIIJI GOTO 10 780 46 IFI75-MJ3,3,45 1340
IFlNJ11dl.IZ 790 45 N=N+l 1350
12 IFINFIJI3,13,144 800 VC=V 1360
144 IFIKSPNDJI45,145,14 810 FINJ=DFLOATILSUJ*VC*10.**M 1370
14 WRITE INFIJ N,INFIIJ,I=l,NI 820 LP=O 1380
111 IFIKDUTlll,ll,Z 830 LPP=O 1390
145 WRITE INFII INFlIJ,I=l,NJ 840 GO TO 47 1400
GOTO 111 850 C 1410
13 NS=NS+1 860 C 1420
lFlNS I=N 870 C 1430
N1=NS+1 880 2Z IFIK-11150,50,23 1440
N2=NS+N 890 50 LS=LS+1 1450
N=O 900 LSU=10*LSU+K-2 1460
00 15 I=N1,N? 910 TFILS-9J511,5Z,511 1470
N=N+1 920 52 LSUR=LSU 1480
15 lFlIJ=NF(NI 930 511 IFILPPJ51,51,883 1490
NS=N2 940 883 LC=-l 1500
GOTO 111 950 J=J+1 1510
11 N=O 960 TFIJ-IYJ884,884,32 1520
J=O 970 51 IF(J-IYI16,32,32 1530
GO Ta 16 980 C 1540
10 J=1 990 C 1550
C lS60 IFINFEIJloEOoLV(111 G'l TO 8° 2120
23 IFIK-14160,60,24 lS70 GO TO 3 2130
60 IFILOI61,61,3 lS80 89 IFIL~l"'l,3,9O 2140
61 LO=1 lS90 88 LA= 1 21S0
IFIK-14162,63,63 1600 LPl=l0*LPl+K-2 2160
63 V=-lo 1610 IFIJ-IYI86,90,oO 2170
MV=-l 1620 90 LP=LP+LPl*LVl 2180
62 IF(J-IY164,3i3 1630 GO TO 41 2190
64 J=J+l 164Q C 2200
00 6S K=2,11 16S0 C 2210
IFINFEIJl.EQ.LVIKll G'l TO 50 1660 C 2220
65 CONTINUE 1670 26 IF(K-171300,300,301 2230
IF(NH(JloEQ.LVl1S11 GO TO 70 1680 300 M=5 2240
GO TO 3 1690 K7=17 2250
C 1700 GO TO 117 2260
C 1710 301 M=4 2270
C 1720 K7=18 2280
24 TF(K-lS170,70,2S 1730 117 LC=O 2290
70 IF(LP171,71,3 1740 116 L A=O 2300
71 LP=LS 17S0 00 100 L=1,4 2310
LPP=l 1760 100 JY ILl=L V(l) 2320
TF(J-IY172,73,73 1770 110 J=J+1 2330
73 IF ILSl 3, 3,41 1780 IFIJ-IY1101,102,102 2340
72 J=J+1 1790 102 IFINFEIJl.EQoLVIK711 GOTO 120 23S0
00 74 K=2,11 1800 LC=O 2360
IFINFEIJl.EQ.LVIKll GO TO SO 1810 GOTfl 121 2370
74 CONTINUE 1820 120 J=J-1 2380
IFINfEIJl.EO.LVl111 GO TO 73 1830 121 IF.ILC133,3,112 2390
IfINFEIJl.EO.LVI1611 GO TO 81 1840 101 IFINfEIJl.EO.LVIK711 GO TO 106 2400
LC=O 1850 GO TO 107 2410 J,
884 LA=O 1860 106 IFILC1I0S,3,102 2420 i
LVl= 1 1870 107 LA=LA+1 2430
LP1=0 1880 LC=l 2440
If{J-IY1882,882,3 1890 LL=NFE IJ I 24S0
C 1900 JFILA1=JXl11 2460
C 1910 IF(LA-M1I10,112,112 2470
C 1920 112 N=N+l 2480
25 IFIK-16180,80,26 1930 NF IN I=Jl (l I 2490
80 IFILPPI3,3,81 1940 IFIK-171433,~33,434 2500
81 LA=O 1950 433 N=N+1 2510
LC=l 1960 NF INl=JZI21 2520
LV1=1 1970 434 LC=-l 2530
L P1=0 1980 IfINFEIJ+l1.EO.LVIK711 GOTO 110 2540
IF IJ-IY I 82, 3, 3 1990 GOrO 116 2550
82 J=J+1 2000 105 IFINFEIJ+ll.EO.LV(lll GOTO 16 2560
IFINFEIJl.EQ.LV(11) GO Ta 83 2010 GO Ta 3 2570
882 !FINFEIJl.EQ.LVI12ll GO TO 83 2020 ENO 2580
IfINFEIJ}.EQ.LVI1311 GO Ta 83 2030





85 00 87 K=2,11 2090




























































































REAL*8 TYPF(21 ,"'ATFI21 ,TYP."'AT
FNTRY OATNR lIGR,IMAT,ITYP,NVARB,NCAT,OAT.*,*J
C









































































IF«IENT.EQ.l) GO TO 10
LMAX=lH
RETURN
















































































































If(KS.EO.Il(tll GO Ta 2
1 CONTINUE
I UK I =KS






























































































cau, Tl (KUlT ,JS I
31 K1=-K1


















IF(J.GT.(JAGR(IGRHl+~ER~ll GO TO 51
IERK=J
ISERK=(1ERK+NRC1l/NRC









32 00 33 1=I1,NRC
K2=l( JH1 +Il
1F (K2.GE.0.OR.K2.EQ.NIl GO TO 33
K2=-K2
tF (K2.lE.NGRl Ge TC 33
NDAT=K2-K2/134217728*1~4217728-J















MIKOP - EIN PI'fOGRAMM ZUR KORREKTUR VON RESfJNANZSElBSTABSCHTRI' -
FAKTOREN, OIE MIT DEN MIGROS-2 MODULN 1,2 'JDEP 3 BERECHNET
WURDEN
REAL*8 LABR(3),LAB,LLAB,LB,MAT,MTYPISI ,FSTRUKI51 ,GSTRUKI61,TYRI61
1, END
OIMENS ION S IGIJI 7),fELDI 20001 ,IFElD120001 ,WERH7 ,61 ,Ll61
EQUIVALENCE I FELOI 1l,IFELOIUI ,(FELOnl ,LBI
OJlTAlABEl/'MIGP ','FSTAT ','STRK 'f,Et-lO/'ENOE 'I,
lSI/'ALl '/,MTVP/'FG ','FN ','FF ','FNl "
2'FT1 '/,FSTRUK/'FA ','FN ','FN01 ','FN1 "
3'FTl '/,GSTRUK/'FC ','FN ','FF ','FN01 "










25 READ INFI LAB
I F IL AB. EQ. EN 0 I GO TO 39
IFILAB.EQ.LIIBEU311 GO TO 1
REAO INfl MAT,TEMP,NG,NT,lTYP(J 1,1 =l,NTl,NSIG, ISIGO n I,I=I,NSIGI,
1 « WERT(K, I I, K= l,NSIG I, I=l,NTl
GD TO 26
1 REAO INFI MAT,ISTRUK,NG,NT,ITYPlII,I=l,Nll,NSIG,ISIGO!II,I=I,NSIGI
I, I IWERTiK, U,K=l,NSIGI,I=I,NTl
26 If(IA.EQ.2.AND.LIIB.EQ.LLABI GO TO 27
2 REJlD IMItl J,I FELDI Il,I=I,JI
"'RITE (Io'lKOI J,IFElD(I),I=l,JI
IFIJ.NE.OI GO TO 2
13 BIlCKSPIlCE MIG
BIlCK5PACE MKO
REJlO HUt) J,IFELD( 1),1=1,21
WRITE IMKOI J,IFELOIII,I=l,21
IFRB.EQ.END) GO TO 100
If(l B.N E.lAB) GO TO 2
21 MOG:: IG5ATZ-N G
RE AD OU GI J, I FELDI I I, I = I, J I
WRITE (MKOI J,(FELD(I),I=I,JI
IF(LB.l\IE.MATl GO TO 2





IF(TYPIKI.EQ.MTYPIMU GO TO 5
4 CONTlNUE
10 WRITE INOUT,6) LAB,TYP
6 FORMATU' IN LABEL' .A9.' I ST DER TYP' ,A9.' NICHT ENTHALTEN' I
GO TO 101



























































IFIISTRUK.EQ.ll GO TO 7
00 18 K= l,t-lT
00 8 "1=1,5
IFITYPIKI.EQ.FSTRUKIMII GO TO IS
8 CONTINUE
GO TO 10
18 l (K I=M
co TO 9
7 00 19 K=l,NT
00 11 101=1,6




9 IF ILAB. EQ.LABEL( 31) GO TO 34
IF(T.LT.TEMPI GO TO 12
IF (T .GT •TEMP I so TO 32
34 IF(NGG.LT.MOGI GO TO 12
IFINGG.EQ.MOGI GO TO 15
GO TO 2
12 RE~O IMIGI J,IFELOI I I,I=l,JI
WRITE IMKOI J,IFELOI I),I=l,JI
IFIJ.EQ.OI GO Ta 13
IFIU.NE.MATl GO TO 12
GO TO 14
32 WRITE INOUT,33) LAB.MAT,TEMP,NG
33 FORMATI/' DIE IN DER EINGABE SPEZIFIZIERTEN DATEN ZU lABEL',A9.' 1'1
lATERIAl' ,A9,' TEMPERATUR' ,F9.2,' GRUPPE' ,15/' SIND NICHT VON fi'IGRC
2S eERECt-NET WORDEN')
GO TO 101
15 REBD IMIGI J,IFELOI I1,I=I,JI
WRITE IMKO) J,IFELOIII,I=l,JI
IFI5IGOI 1) .EQ .SI) GO Ta 20
Da 17 M=I,t-lSIG
22 REßO IMIG) J,IFELOIII,I=l,JI
,",s=o
IF IJ .EQ .01 GO TO 28
IFILIl.EQ.MATl GO TO 16
IFIFROIll.EQ.SIGOIMIl GO TO 21
WRITE IMKO) J,IFELOIII.I=l,JI
GO TO 22







24 REJlO IMI(I J,IFELOII),I=I,JI
145=1
IFIJ.EQ.OI GO TO 28
IFILB.EQ.MATl GO Ta 16
WRITE IMKOI J,IFELO(II,I=I,J)
GO TO 24

























































31 WR1TE (NCUT,3Cl lAB,~AT,NG







28 IFIMS.EQ.Ol GO TO 31
IA=l
GO TO 37
20 REAO IMI(;I J,IFElDI!I,I=l,Jl
MS=l
1FIJ.EQ.Ol GO TO 28
IFIlB.EQ.MATl GO TO 16
00 38 K=l,NT
M=l (K 1





IFIJ.NE.OI GO 10 40
BACKSP AC E MI c
REIlOIMIGI J, 1 FELD{ I 1,1=1,21
WR1TEIMKOIJ,IFELDIII,I=1,ZI
I F IL a, EQ • EN D1 GO TO 10 1
GO TO 39
40 WRITEIMKOI J,IFElDI Il,I=l,JI
GO TO 39
100 WPITE {NOUT,351 LAB,MAT,NG
35 FOIlMATl/' DIE IN DEIl EINGABE SPEZIFIZIERTEN DATEN ZU LABEl',A9,' M
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